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The company

The need

Vos Logistics, founded in 1944, is an independent European logistics service provider,

In order to deliver on the core company values, Vos Logistics decided to upgrade their

delivering a wide range of transport and customer specific logistics services. With 24

video surveillance solution at their warehouses to protect the millions of dollars of

locations, Vos Logistics is active throughout Europe and ranks among the largest road

assets it stores every day. Vos Logistics faced more strict security requirements and

haulers in the region. With just under 1,900 employees, the company operates a

therefore wanted an IP video surveillance solution to leverage the latest innovations

modern fleet of 1,200 vehicles, 3,000 loading units and 170,000 m² of storage space.

in security systems.

The solution

The result

Vos Logistics placed a premium on deploying a solution that streamlines configura-

Vess NVRs are certified by Milestone for interoperability with XProtect VMS

tion and management, is easy to use, and delivers consistent throughput and reliable
data protection. PROMISE Vess NVR storage servers, Milestone XProtect® Video

Close integration between PROMISE and Milestone - XProtect plug-in enables Vos

Management Software (VMS) and cameras from Axis Communications proved to be

Logistics to manage the NVR via the user interface of XProtect

the answer.
Optimized for surveillance environments and can scale to meet long-term data
Vos Logistics deployed Vess A series NVR storage servers with the video recorded from

retention requirements

all of the Axis cameras at the warehouses to a large-scale centralized storage
infrastructure. Vess A Series NVR storage appliances can cover from tower-base to
4U/24 form factor with Intel x86 platform and PROMISE enterprise-grade RAID engine
inside. Vess A series deliver low latency performance with bandwidth optimized for
capturing and storing live feeds of high resolution video from the HD cameras Axis
deployed throughout Vos Logistics.

Solution partners

“The solution we deployed from PROMISE, Milestone
and Axis has been exactly what we needed and has
performed beyond our expectations.”
Toine van Gils, Director Contract Logistics, Vos Logistics

